Consumers and providers – Could they make better use of antibiotics?
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1. Introduction

Antibiotic use is seen as a critical factor in the emergence of resistant bacteria. The impact of irrational use, including inadequate dosing and poor adherence to therapy, is potentially just as important as high consumption [28]. At the same time, limited access to antibiotics in many parts of the world is contributing to high mortality from bacterial infections.

Often, irrational behaviour from a biomedical perspective may be perfectly logical for the human being and in the context of the cultural sphere surrounding her. Understanding the reasons that individuals use antibiotics in a particular way is crucial if one is to influence their actions.

Containment of antibiotic resistance has been established as a ‘Global Public Good for Health’ and the rationalising of consumer and provider behaviour is an essential component in achieving this goal [19]. In this article, the aim has been to examine the interplay between prescribers, dispensers and consumers, to visualise incentives for individuals to use antibiotics and to determine how health system factors influence human behaviour. The approach is global, but the main focus is on low- and middle-income countries where the problems are most prominent and where most people live.

2. Health systems in transition

Health sector reforms from the late 1980s were driven mainly by the World Bank, with support from a number of bilateral aid agencies, and emphasised the need to redefine the relationship between the state, service providers, users and other health-related organisations [20,24]. Privatisation and deregulation were promoted and focused on private financial and human resources management. Emphasis was laid on mixed public and private mechanisms to improve cost control and increase cost recovery, including user charges, prepayment schemes and insurance. A push for stronger contractual arrangements with private sector providers reflected the prevailing ideological view of the potentially greater quality and efficiency of the private sector.
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The complex issue of antibiotic resistance necessitates a systems view, including functions and objectives, where policy makers have the overall role of regulating and prioritising among services (Fig. 1). Major challenges accompanied the health sector reforms. Privatisation of services, drug supply and drug distribution has dramatically increased geographical access to antibiotics without securing their rational use. In many low- and middle-income countries, drug distribution has been taken over almost completely by the private sector. In Vietnam, market-oriented reforms resulted in the number of private pharmacies increasing from none in 1986 to over 6,000 in 1992; during the same period there was a sixfold increase in the annual per capita consumption of pharmaceuticals, with antibiotics representing the highest proportion of the increase [5,7]. Over 50% of the antibiotics globally is estimated to be bought directly from pharmacies or informal sale outlets without prescriptions [26], underlining the increasingly important function of pharmacies or other drug outlets as the first and possibly only contact with health services.

Secondly, health systems in low-income countries often have problems with lack of human resources, an obstacle that is prominent at present in sub-Saharan Africa [27]. Also, few countries have systems in place for knowledge transfer and quality control. Consequently, the quality of both services and medicines varies extensively and problems, including false and substandard antibiotics, continue. A third challenge is the financing of health systems. In industrialised countries financial mechanisms range from general taxation in Scandinavia to private health insurance in the United States. In most developing countries, including the two largest, China and India, the financing of health services mainly, including expenditure on drugs, consists of out-of-pocket payments from patients [8]. In China, reforms have created a situation where prescribing of drugs generates revenues to the 100,000 public hospitals. Additionally, we see the ‘mushrooming’ of private drug outlets and clinics in all continents, where a substantial part of the staff’s income is generated through prescribing, dispensing and sales of drugs, including antibiotics [15]. The responsiveness of the systems to meet patient expectations is another challenge. In the case of antibiotics, drug policies are intended to restrict unnecessary use, which often
arises from the high patient demand for receiving antibiotics for most infections. In all cases, human beings and their behaviour matter.

3. Consumers in the system

In the society of today, where people are becoming increasingly individualistic, health care is considered the same as any other commodity. Through system changes consumers have been given opportunities to act individually in unregulated contexts, which are often profit-driven. In respect of diseases where the emerging resistance is most imminent, e.g. respiratory infections, sexually transmitted infections (STI) and diarrhoeal diseases, there are also parallel, high levels of self-initiated treatment without health personnel being consulted first. What incentives are driving people to direct purchase of antibiotics in pharmacies?

Public health services may be limited owing to shortages of medicines, materials and trained personnel [22,23,27]. Frequently, payments are required for people to get attention from the staff as health providers have developed their own livelihood strategies to compensate for low incomes [20,21]. Lack of drugs results in referral to other dispensary units, possibly far away from the clinic. In actual practice, so-called free services can be quite expensive and time-consuming. Private detailers sometimes provide an easily accessible, low-cost alternative to public or private clinics (Fig. 2). The social distance between the actors is less apparent and it is easier for people to remain anonymous in cases where privacy is important. Certain illnesses, such as STIs, are connected with social stigmatisation and tend to drive people away from regular health services, to pharmacies or even to the local market [25]. This is an unfortunate development as adequate treatment of STIs demands good knowledge on the part of dispensers, so as to limit the spread of highly resistant pathogens as well as reducing the spread of HIV [10].

Antibiotic use is to a great extent influenced also by cultural preferences and beliefs. Even if the settings are dramatically different in industrialised and developing countries, the demands for antibiotics are there in both. Actual and perceived patient demands increase the prescribing of antibiotics.

Fig. 2. Indian market place, informal drug vendors: ‘... whenever I get these symptoms and go to a doctor, he gives me the same medicine and charges me 10 rupees. So why not just buy the medicine?’ [9].
same time, patients in some situations accept prescriptions they believe unnecessary, out of politeness towards the physician. Dispensers and prescribers often belong to the same ethnic or geographical groups as their patients or customers, and to a high extent share their perceptions of health, illnesses and antibiotics [16]. In many contexts antibiotics are perceived as ‘strong medicines’, capable of curing almost any kind of disease.

Cultural reinterpretation into traditional medicine is common. Colour, shape and taste are viewed as important qualities in determining drug efficacy. Multi-coloured capsules are perceived as particularly powerful in certain cultures as different colours imply combinations of several medicines. Common for many low-income countries in Africa and Asia is the high use of injections, which are thought to be more potent than pills. Injectable antibiotics are for sale in local shops along with needles and syringes, resulting in unsafe use of high-tech medicines at household level [25]. Newer, more expensive drugs are generally considered more powerful and make people willing to buy them even if they cannot afford a full course.

4. Providers in the system

The role of the pharmacist has changed over the past two decades, especially in industrialised countries, from being a supplier of drugs to a team member involved in the provision of health care in hospitals and community pharmacies. Pharmacists bridge sectors and in many contexts function like physicians, providing advice along with medicines and taking part in the diagnostic process [3]. However, drug dispensers range from competent, qualified pharmacists to shopkeepers without any formal training, and the quality of services is therefore limited in many settings. Furthermore, antibiotics are frequently available in market places and offered to people by mobile salesmen without any training at all. In some developing countries, such as India, the presence of untrained staff in private drug stores is the norm. Consumers’ lack of knowledge of appropriate antibiotic use translates into low levels of demand on the dispensers’ professional skills, making them vulnerable to the business interests of the salesman [3,15].

Good Pharmacy Practice guidelines from WHO were published in 1996, intended to improve the drug supply, enhance the quality of advice to patients, promote rational and economic prescribing, and increase the appropriate use of medicines. However, to improve practice at private drug outlets where these qualities are frequently absent remains a major challenge. In an Indian setting over 90% of customers did not know the type of medication being prescribed and only 3.5% were aware that an antimicrobial drug was being delivered [9]. Regulatory measures and qualification demands are harder to implement in the private sector, and in many cases drug distributors are without any therapeutic guidelines and monitoring. Ignorance of existing regulatory measures is widespread and enforcement of regulations is often non-existent.

Prescribing of antibiotics is influenced by numerous factors indicating that incentives and barriers may be as important as knowledge in the use of antibiotics (Fig. 3). In practice, barriers in the general environment include financial disincentives such as lack of reimbursement and lack of liability. The prevailing opinion is influenced by opinion leaders, staff knowledge, which is often obsolete, and drug company advocacy. If public services become dependent on fee incomes from patients there may be little to distinguish them from private enterprises, operating in the interest of their owners rather than of the general public [15]. In some countries user fees are directly linked to the salaries of public health care providers, creating unsound incentives for prescribing of antibiotics and other medicines [15,24]. Potential dual roles for the physician, as doctor and dispenser, will further increase the use of costly drugs
and result in treatment where several antibiotics are combined. Examples from sub-Saharan Africa and China show how doctors earn their living by taking advantage of people’s beliefs, giving injections with one or several antibiotics to children with common colds.

In the overlap between the public and private sectors, where physicians both work within the public health care system and give private consultations, this problem is clearly demonstrated. As physicians turn aside from their regular practice their way of prescribing antibiotics changes dramatically, in favour of more expensive products. Commitments made to the pharmaceutical industry may be one of several reasons, as companies have been known to pay commissions to prescribers who use their products.

Unfavourable doctor-patient ratios mean that doctors constantly have to deal with an overload of patients. Consequently, no time exists for proper clinical investigations and possible other diagnostics, and this time constraint promotes the use of prescriptions as a means of terminating the consultation [17,25]. These conditions limit the possibilities for rational prescribing and increase the number of drugs prescribed per patient, distorting the value of prescriptions as the correlation to diagnose is low. In a study of public health centres in Ghana the average number of drugs prescribed varied from three to nine per patient, including at least one or two antibiotics [2].

Refusal to prescribe antibiotics, even for non-bacterial diseases, would sometimes be considered highly irrational, according to local cultural criteria [17,25]. Along with the potential loss of clientele there is also the fear among prescribers that the outcome may be poor or even fatal without antibiotic treatment. In industrial countries physicians might fear legal consequences if they fail to secure adequate treatment in every situation, leading to over-prescribing to relieve the doctor of anxiety. Uncertainty in diagnostics, together with limited possibilities to follow up patients’ progress, creates further concern over the outcome. This uncertainty leads to ‘overkill’ in treatment as the fear of not covering the bacteria causing the infection enhances the choice of an antibiotic with a broader spectrum or combinations of
several agents. The lack of diagnostic tools makes it difficult for the prescriber to have the right arguments to convince the patient and himself that antibiotics are not needed in the individual case.

5. Improving behaviour

Successful attempts to rationalise antibiotic use have been carried out in The Netherlands, Australia and Sweden with national programmes focusing on good surveillance of resistance, alert responses to outbreaks, guidelines to prescribers, good pharmacy practice and methods to increase the awareness of all stakeholders. Can one generalise from such experiences? It must be said that too often there is too little information about different interventions in relation to content, context and costs, thereby making it difficult to draw conclusions. Interventions in developing countries have emphasised increased access rather than rational use. Improvements in antibiotic use have been achieved locally in different settings. But how should one proceed so as to implement evidence-based programmes in a larger context based on existing structures within the country? To bridge the gap between scientific evidence and patient care we need an in-depth understanding of the barriers to and the incentives for changing behaviour. In general, the focus has been primarily on prescribers working within public health systems, which we know represent the source of only a small proportion of the drugs delivered to patients worldwide. How do we approach the private sector where irrational use is widespread? And how can we reach individuals and influence their demand for antibiotics? When planning complex changes in practice, we need to take into account the nature of the intervention, the characteristics of the professionals and patients involved and also the social, organisational, economic and political contexts.

6. Influencing the professionals

To address the growing private sector is a major challenge. In a study carried out in 68 pharmacies in Hanoi a cluster-randomised experiment consisting of a multifaceted intervention was applied [6]. Treatment of sexually transmitted infections improved tenfold. The adherence to national treatment guidelines in this field has been easier to implement as the use of a syndromic approach with a combination of several antibiotics actually increased the income for pharmacists. When the same intervention package was applied in Bangkok the improvements were less successful, showing the importance of the context when designing an intervention [4].

Attempts to rationalise prescribing practices through only the provision of correct information about antibiotics, their side effects and proper use, with the intention that prescribers and dispensers will incorporate such knowledge into their practice, have generally been a failure. Printed materials to prescribers have proven remarkably ineffective in changing behaviour. The more active approach – educational outreach with brief, targeted, face-to-face visits to clinicians by specially trained staff – has been more successful. Interactional group discussions, including both prescribers and patients, have shown highly effective in decreasing the overuse of injections in Indonesia [12]. In another study small group face-to-face method was compared with large seminars in improving the appropriate use of drugs in acute diarrhoea. Both ways were effective, and although the small group face-to-face intervention did not appear to offer greater impacts over large seminars, the training is far less costly than the seminar and it might easier be feasibly implemented in the existing supervisory structure of the health system in developing countries [18].
Clinical guidelines have been shown to have little effect on practice unless they are actively disseminated [11]. Local involvement is a way to increase the likelihood of guidelines being adopted as well as giving feedback to the prescriber. In industrialised countries, with functioning and accessible health systems, delayed prescribing techniques where parents are informed about the natural course and advised to use their prescription only if symptoms progress, has been successful in limiting antibiotic use for acute inflammation of the middle ear [14].

7. Reaching the consumer

It might seem unlikely that people will be willing to restrict their individual use of antibiotics in favour of the common good, for example to prevent resistance and safeguard antibiotic treatment for future generations. At the same time the demand from the consumer may be the strongest driving force for change if the arguments for restricting the use of such drugs can be made sufficiently convincing. The perception among patients that most infections require antibiotic therapy is evidently influencing the prescribing practices of providers. This was recognised early on by observers of market forces, and direct-to-consumer marketing by the pharmaceutical industry increasingly influences patient expectations and behaviour. Subsequently, companies are marketing medicines directly to the public via television, radio, print media and the internet. To stimulate demand by playing on the consumer’s relative lack of knowledge about the evidence supporting the use of one treatment over another has been shown to be highly effective. Pharmacists have frequently been able to guess the content of a particular day’s television advertisements from subsequent daily customer requests for specific medications. Over 70% of the physicians in an US study reported that requests from patients as a result of direct-to-consumer advertisements had resulted in their being given prescriptions for medicines that they might not otherwise have chosen [13]. Can the same power of community members be used to turn back the trend of excessive antibiotic use? Increased knowledge among consumers of the potential future consequences of antibiotic overuse might be a counterbalancing influence and lead to initiatives on their part to restrict the use of antibiotics. Few interventions have addressed antibiotic use from the consumer’s perspective. Media campaigns have been used successfully to increase consumer awareness in Australia and Sweden.

8. Legislation, regulations and enforcements

Although pharmaceutical regulations represent a powerful tool, implementing these in order to influence patterns of antibiotic use could at the same time limit access to essential therapy in settings where health clinics are distant or unaffordable for most people. However, requiring a prescription from a trained health worker for access to antibiotics hopefully results in a more rational selection of drugs and treatment regimens. In Chile, ever-increasing antibiotic consumption led to a national initiative in the late 1990s where professionals, consumers and policy makers, in cooperation with the industry, gathered around the issue. Regulatory measures, requiring prescriptions for the sale of antibiotics, were followed by a substantial decrease in total antibiotic use in the country [1]. Other examples indicate less success. In all member states of the European Union (EU) antibiotics are ‘prescription only’ drugs, but over-the-counter sales remain common in some EU countries, reflecting a prevailing insufficiency in enforcement of existing regulations. In the South, in both low- and middle-income countries, pharmacies are often small family businesses and work on minimal profit margins, and regulations on drug distribution may
be overlooked as a way to achieve a reasonable income. Legislation regarding the standard of the outlets where antibiotic distribution is permitted is another critical issue, as is a minimum qualification level for the personnel running them. In these areas too, regulations often exist, but prove ineffective as enforcement is lacking.

9. Change

There is a need for better change models to influence consumer or professional behaviour. A 10-step model based on ‘state of change’ has been suggested for inducing change in professional behaviour. A process that begins by creating awareness, interest and understanding among professionals is much more likely to lead to acceptance and integration of the new knowledge into daily practice (Fig. 4.)

Promotion of rational use of antibiotics is still poorly integrated into health systems. To achieve long-term improvements, antibiotic use and resistance must be integrated in the curriculum of medical students, health workers and pharmacists. It is necessary not only to focus on the biomedical perspective of antibiotic resistance but also to address the behavioural aspects of prescribing and dispensing. Careful examination of the theories and practices of change is required in this process of bringing about a better use of antibiotics, and the multidisciplinary meeting at the Dag Hammarsköld Foundation, Uppsala is an important first step in this direction.
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Fig. 4. A 10-step model for inducing change in professional behaviour. (Grol, Wensing, 2004.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>1) Promote awareness of innovation</th>
<th>2) Stimulate interest and involvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insight</td>
<td>3) Create understanding</td>
<td>4) Develop insight into own routines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td>5) Develop positive attitude to change</td>
<td>6) Create positive intentions/decision to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>7) Try out change in practice</td>
<td>8) Confirm value of change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Perception of practical barriers (time, staff, money)</td>
<td>• Whether first experiences positive or negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Opportunity to try change on small scale</td>
<td>• Degree of cooperation experienced and reaction of pat. and colleagues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Slide effects (e.g. higher costs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>9) Integrate new practice into routines</td>
<td>10) Embed new practice in organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Degree of support from management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


